SOIL Media Coverage
A selection of recent media coverage of SOIL’s work in Haiti includes the
following:
> BBC World Hack: Toilets in Haiti, March 28, 2017
“There are no sewers in Haiti. 26% of Haitians have access to a toilet, so a lot of the
sewage ends up in the water supply. Currently, Haiti is battling the biggest cholera
epidemic in recent history and thousands are dying. We travel there to meet a team of
women who are trying to solve this massive problem.”
Video available at:
https://www.facebook.com/BBCworldhacks/videos/1881729148751539/
Radio interview at: http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p04x6xhh

> AJ+: Turning Poop into Fertilizer in Haiti, February 26, 2017
“Haiti is fighting cholera by turning human poop into rich fertilizer.”
Video available at:
https://www.facebook.com/ajplusenglish/videos/907724149369093/?hc_ref=SEARCH

> Ashoka: Transforming Wastes into Resources in Haiti, July 11, 2016
“In Haiti over 99% of human waste goes untreated with devastating consequences for
both the environment and public health.”
Video available at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sHzaML4vIMQ&t=

> History Channel Now: Using Feces and Soil to Fight Sanitation Issues, Sept. 28, 2016
“Dr. Sasha Kramer is turning human waste into rich soil to fight deadly sanitation
issues globally.”
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Video available at: http://www.history.com/shows/history-now/videos/dr-sashakramer-is-using-feces-and-soil-to-fight-sanitation-issues?playlist_slug=historynow-most-recent
> National Geographic: Transforming Haiti With An Endless Local Resource, Aug. 19, 2016
“[SOIL Executive Director, Dr. Sasha Kramer] is a sanitation revolutionary helping to
transform human waste into fertile organic compost for agriculture and reforestation in
Haiti.”
Article and video available at:
http://voices.nationalgeographic.com/2016/08/18/transforming-haiti-compostingtoilets-eco-fertilizer/
> Le Nouvelliste [Haiti’s primary national publication]: Des toilettes aux assiettes: Et si nous
passions à des solutions alternatives pour l’assainissement?, Jun 28, 2016
“Of course, the acceptance and use of ecological toilets calls for a paradigm shift, an
eco-citizen commitment. But in the current context Haiti’s degraded environment, it is
no longer necessary to demonstrate that this paradigm shift is more than necessary. …
And I also argue that with SOIL’s EcoSan toilets, we can allow people in places where it
is difficult to otherwise access sanitation to have a service that enhances their dignity
and gives them the opportunity to produce compost. So, I invite you to help close the
cycle and make a healthy, ecological and sustainable link between our toilets and our
plates! Defecate, compost, produce, and of course, eat!” (Translated from the original
French.)
Article (in French) available at:
http://lenouvelliste.com/lenouvelliste/article/159447/Des-toilettes-aux-assiettes-Et-sinous-passions-a-des-solutions-alternatives-pour-lassainissement
For a complete list of media coverage, please visit https://www.oursoil.org/press/in-the-news
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